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An Integer Linear Programming Model for Efficient
Scheduling of UGV Tasks in Precision Agriculture

under Human Supervision

Lohic Fotio Tiotsop, Antonio Servetti, Enrico Masala

Control and Computer Engineering Department
Politecnico di Torino

Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy

Abstract

In precision agriculture more and more robots are being used to perform tasks

that may include some farming activities, such as pruning, inspection or spray-

ing, assigned to the robot as a result of a previous analysis activity or au-

tonomously identified by the machine itself. In this sensitive scenario, reporting

difficult situations to a decision maker, e.g., a human operator or some sophis-

ticated software tools that cannot be integrated with the robot, could be useful

to perform the correct action that the machine has to execute. Unfortunately,

this key aspect is still neglected in current literature that focuses, instead, on

fully automated operations by robots. Moreover, it is necessary to consider that

in rural areas it often happens that successful data communication can only be

achieved in certain locations in the field. In this context, we aim to address all

the previous shortcomings by formulating a more comprehensive optimization

problem, which also models the necessity to report to a central location and get

instructions on the task to be done before proceeding to perform each action.

After presenting two alternative analytical formulations of the problem, i.e. an

integer linear programming model (ILP) and a mixed integer linear program-

ming model, we propose a branch and bound algorithm that is guaranteed to

find the global minimum cost solution in terms of navigation time. Simulation
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results show that our proposed algorithm performs about 20 to 30 times faster

with respect to commercial linear programming solvers using any of the two

analytical models proposed. Moreover, we also propose further improvements

to reduce computational time while maintaining solution optimality. Finally,

some insight into the development of future heuristics is given by analyzing the

speed of convergence towards the optimal solution.

Keywords: data acquisition, farming activities, UGV navigation, integer

linear programming, service robotics

1. Introduction1

The amount of robots employed in agriculture applications is constantly in-2

creasing. Two types of robots are typically used: unmanned ground vehicles3

(UGV) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [1]. Examples are rovers that nav-4

igate the cultivation to perform specific agriculture tasks, e.g., inspection or5

physical operations such as collecting samples, pruning, spraying [2]. UAVs,6

instead, are mainly used for imagery tasks, i.e., to take pictures for later pro-7

cessing in order to understand the status and requirements of different parts8

of the cultivation [3, 4]. Collaboration between UAVs and UGVs is also being9

actively explored [5, 6].10

Despite some operations can be done autonomously by the robots, sometimes11

communication with a central location is needed, so that a human operator or12

an algorithm, more sophisticated compared to the one that can run on the13

robot, can be used in the loop to take decisions and act accordingly in a spe-14

cific terrain position. In fact, a recent survey about the usage of agricultural15

robots [7] pointed out the lack of models considering such aspect in the current16

literature, while at the same time highlighting its necessity to correctly model17

actual problems.18

Note that this work relies on an agricultural scenario to present the models19

just because it seems to be one of the most challenging real applications, but20

it can also cover other real situations, such as the one described in the follow-21
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ing. In case of industrial operations being performed by robots with human22

supervision, there could be A (A typically large) jobs located in different places23

to be performed by a robot and a supervisor operator may just have a rough24

knowledge of what is the exact job to be done at each location. There are also B25

locations where the robots can collect what is needed to perform a job. The pro-26

posed models can be used to schedule the A jobs minimizing the time required27

to complete them. At any job location the robot first performs an inspection,28

then moves to a point of type B, if necessary, by sending in the meanwhile a29

report to the supervisor operator that decides what to do and what is needed30

to perform the job and informs the robots that then act accordingly. Another31

example is repair companies: they may rely on the proposed models to sched-32

ule their logistic operations. The customer locations would represent points of33

interests and the company warehouses are the points to be visited to perform34

repairs at the point of interests. More precisely, when an operator leaves the35

main warehouse in the morning, at each customer location he/she either fixes36

the problem (if the description was exhaustive) or collects information about37

the problem and what is needed, then visits a company warehouse in order38

to pick up all he needs and go back later to the customer location to fix the39

problem. More in general, our models can be used for efficiently planning oper-40

ations requiring data acquisition, data elaboration or transmission, and finally41

an action.42

In this work we focus on the specific agriculture scenario considering and43

modelling the constraint imposed by communicating with a decision maker,44

e.g., a human operator, before performing physical actions. Considering the45

optimization problem, we assume to have a rough preliminary knowledge about46

the terrain and how a UGV can move in the area. In other words, obstacle47

positions and possible navigation paths are known. This can be obtained by48

previous knowledge or by means of a survey, e.g., made using a UAV or other49

similar technologies. During the survey, points of interests (POIs) are also50

identified, i.e., areas to be visited by the UGV in order to gather information,51

decide what to do and act accordingly. Since the decision of the action to52
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perform in each POI might be difficult to take only relying on the on-board53

processing capabilities or simply might require human judgment not available54

through algorithms, we assume that after the UGV has gathered information55

by moving to the POI and taking, e.g., a picture, it must communicate with56

a central location to get an answer about the farming action to perform. The57

UGV must then perform the action returning to the POI, if necessary.58

However, it is well know that communications, including wireless, in rural59

areas might be difficult [8], mainly due to two reasons. The first reason is,60

sometimes, the presence of massive physical constraints, such as hills, rocks,61

subsidence [9]. The second reason is the typically scarce coverage of 3G/4G62

cellular technology, since there is small incentive for network operators to pro-63

vide good quality coverage of such areas due to, e.g., the low people density. As64

a consequence, depending on the physical position, either no communication is65

possible or only wireless communications are available but with locally-deployed66

infrastructure such as Wi-Fi access points or similar systems, potentially tuned67

to communicate over longer distance compared to the usual home devices. In68

our scenario, we assume that we roughly know that in certain places on the69

terrain communication is possible, whereas in others this is not possible at all.70

Such information could come as a result of a previous survey, or considering the71

relative position of the devices, the terrain topography and similar features.72

Our goal is to provide an efficient algorithm to solve the navigation problem73

of the UGV on the terrain while minimizing the time needed to perform all the74

tasks in the previously determined POIs, considering that before performing a75

task in a POI it has to i) visit the POI and collect some data about its state,76

ii) visit a location where those data can be transmitted and instructions on77

the task to be done are received, iii) go to the POI and perform the action.78

Obviously the UGV does not have to perform the three steps sequentially for79

each POI, but it can visit multiple POIs before moving to a place where it80

can communicate, and then it can go back to each one of them, in any order,81

to execute the received instructions. Minimizing the time taken by the UGV is82

economically advantageous for many reasons. For instance, if the UGV is rented,83
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it can operate in more places therefore serving more than one customer, thus84

the company renting it can maximize its earnings. Conversely, if the UGV needs85

to be bought, a lower number of them is needed to perform all the activities86

in the timeframe required by the specific agriculture scenario so that the UGV87

could potentially be employed for other activities.88

This paper significantly extends our preliminary work [10]. In particular,89

we present an improved version of our proposed branch and bound algorithm90

which relies on the computation of a lower bound to reduce the execution time.91

Moreover, an additional mixed ILP model employing dummy vertices is pre-92

sented for comparison purposes. Finally, this paper includes an extensive set93

of performance results on several different graph instances, i.e. fifty instances94

for each level of complexity, both using the two ILP models and the proposed95

algorithm.96

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work in the97

field, whereas Section 3 explains how to represent the graph which is the basic98

input data for our algorithm. Then, the optimization problem is analytically99

formulated in Section 4 as two ILP problems, using two different approaches, to100

study its characteristics. In Section 5 a specific algorithm for the problem is de-101

signed and implemented in the form of a branch and bound algorithm, and some102

efficient pruning and lower bounding strategies are proposed. Section 6 shows103

some practical experimental results on realistic graphs, followed by conclusions104

in Section 7.105

2. Related work106

Sensing technologies are more and more used in agricultural applications to107

perform crop monitoring [11, 12]. For instance, imaging sensors in the visible108

spectrum [13] or at other wavelengths [14] are often used. Image data can then109

be elaborated to detect cultivation type, e.g., vineyard [15], or to detect single110

plants and potential anomalies [16]. A more comprehensive overview of such111

technologies can be found in [17].112
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Potential issues can be identified and transformed into a set of POIs so that,113

on the basis of the cultivation map, a UGV can move in such positions in order114

to perform a more detailed analysis, e.g., taking closer pictures or perform local115

measures with sensors, to later perform some specific physical action [18, 19].116

For the purpose of solving the UGV movement problem, the cultivation field117

can be abstracted in the form of a graph with nodes (i.e., the POIs) connected118

by edges whose weight represent the cost, in terms of time, needed to move from119

one point to the other.120

Graph visiting problems have been well investigated from the theoretical121

point of view. The travelling salesman problem (TSP) or more in general the122

vehicle routing problem (VRP) and some variants have been intensively studied123

in literature [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. In short, they consider a set of vehicles124

that can transport goods and a graph whose nodes represent a set of customers,125

each one characterized by a given demand. Each edge represents the cost that126

should be sustained to move from a customer to another. The VRP aims at127

determining which customers should be served by any vehicle and the schedule128

of the operations of any vehicle in order to minimize the total cost satisfying129

the capacity constraint of each vehicle and the demand of each customer. In130

case of a single vehicle, the problem is reduced to the TSP.131

Reducing field work time in agriculture by optimally scheduling agricultural132

tasks is often assimilated in the literature to graph visiting problem. In [26,133

27, 28] the authors explain how the VRP can be used to gain efficiency in field134

logistics. In particular in [26] the numerical experiments show that it is possible135

to save up to 32% of the time if the operations are guided by the solution of136

the proposed VRP instead of an intuitive approach. The TSP is used in [29] to137

schedule the farming activities in fields characterized by the presence of a large138

number of obstacles.139

While the goal of these works is to minimize the time needed to complete140

the assigned farming tasks, similarly to our navigation problem, nevertheless141

they are substantially different in the fact that they do not consider the com-142

munication aspect and thus the interaction with an external decision maker,143
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e.g., a human operator or any other external tool, whose presence coordinates144

the operations and addresses critical situations.145

Some VRP variants are somehow more similar to our case, for instance the146

so called vehicle routing problem with intermediate stops (VRP-IS) [30]. An147

intermediate stop (IS) is a stop that occurs at a node whose visit is neces-148

sary to keep the vehicle operational or to perform any other action necessary149

to pursuit the main task assigned to the vehicle. ISs have been considered150

for replenishment [31], unloading of waste [32], refueling [33, 34], rest [35] and151

synchronization requirements [36]. Similarly to the VRP-IS, our problem con-152

siders, besides the POIs where physical actions are required, the points covered153

by wireless network where the UGV might stop to transfer the data collected154

until that point and get instructions about the correct actions to perform later155

at the POIs. In our problem the UGV is hence constrained to visit each POIs156

again once the data acquired during the first visit have been transmitted. This157

clearly introduces further constraints compared to the cited works.158

The more practical problem of computing the exact physical path corre-159

sponding to each edge in our graph is addressed in the robotics research field160

by works focusing on robot navigation problems. For instance, one of the most161

common problems is the so-called path-planning, in which a trajectory must be162

computed so that a robot can move to a certain target position while fulfilling163

certain constraints, i.e., avoiding obstacles and forbidden or dangerous condi-164

tions [37, 38, 39]. More complex constraints can be taken into account, e.g., the165

slope of the terrain, as in [40] that presents the case of a UGV that needs to166

visit all the rows in a vineyard.167

Once edge weights and node positions are known, our problem resembles168

(but it is not the same) the Steiner TSP (STSP) [41]. Given a graph, a cost for169

each edge of the graph and a subset of nodes that represent customers, the STSP170

aims at finding the minimum-cost tour that passes through each customer node.171

Edges may be traversed more than once, and nodes visited more than once, if172

necessary. Such a problem, despite being somehow similar to ours, presents an173

important difference. In that problem, all clients have to be visited at least174
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once. In ours, we require to visit at least twice the POI nodes making sure that175

at least one of the visits at a given POI occurs after the transmission of the176

related information. This further increases the complexity, since time variables177

need to be introduced in order to manage the chronology of the tasks.178

3. Graph representation179

In our work we assume that a picture has been used to derive a graph that180

represents the field in which the UGV must operate. The task of creating a181

graph from a picture by detecting the different types of areas and how they are182

connected and which is the optimal movement path between different areas is183

a problem well addressed in literature (see [42, 43, 44, 45]). Therefore, here184

we assume that such a graph is available. In more details, in our scenario185

the graph includes nodes, which correspond to physical locations in the terrain.186

Such nodes are connected with edges whose weight represents the cost of moving187

from one node to the other. Obstacles and possible movement paths are already188

modeled in such weights.189

Concerning nodes, they can be classified into three types.190

• Type A: The nodes that we want to visit, in which a physical operation191

has to be performed by the robot.192

• Type B: The nodes in which we are sure that wireless communication193

can be established in order to both transmit the information collected194

at previous ‘A’ nodes and receive instructions about what to do in those195

nodes.196

• Type AB: The nodes with the characteristics of both ‘A’ and ‘B’. When197

visited, the physical operation can be immediately performed after data198

communication has taken place, since it is possible to immediately com-199

municate and receive instructions.200

Detecting ‘A’ nodes heavily depends on the specific task to do (e.g., detecting201

potential weeds, or places where plant pruning operations might be necessary).202
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The same applies for ‘B’ nodes, in which wireless communication models, com-203

bined with the terrain geography can be used to determine the possible coverage,204

or maybe the information is simply available from a previous survey.205

4. Mathematical formulations206

In this section two alternative models of the problem are presented. Both207

models need to address the problem of modeling the movements of the UGV208

that needs to traverse nodes and edges an unknown number of times. The first209

formulation addresses the issue by means of an ordered set of displacements (i.e.,210

a movement from a node to another) that the UGV must follow to complete211

the required tasks. In this formulation the UGV can pass more than one time212

on the same node, whereas in the second model this condition is considered by213

means of dummy vertices (i.e., replica nodes to consider multiple visits).214

4.1. Displacement-based formulation (Model I)215

Let us define the following elements:216

• A: the set of nodes to visit (Type ‘A’ or ‘AB’)217

• B: the set of nodes where wireless communication can be established (Type218

‘B’ or ‘AB’)219

• V = A ∪ B set of all nodes220

• K: the set of displacements of the UGV221

• E : the set of edges connecting the different nodes222

• A,B,E and K respectively the cardinality of A,B,E and K223

• s the depot node or the central location224

• tij : the time required to cover the edge (i, j) ∈ E225

• xkij : a boolean variable equal to 1 if during its k-th displacement the UGV226

moves along the edge (i, j) ∈ E227
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• yki : a boolean variable equal to 1 if during the k-th displacement the UGV228

transfers the data collected from the node i ∈ A229

The problem is formulated as follows

min
x,y

∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈E

xkijtij (1)

st:230

∑
{j∈A∪B:(s,j)∈E}

x1sj =
∑

{i∈A∪B:(i,s)∈E}

xKis = 1, (2)

∑
(i,j)∈E

xkij = 1 ∀k ∈ K, (3)

∑
k∈K

yki = 1 ∀i ∈ A, (4)

∑
k∈K

∑
{i∈A∪B:(i,j)∈E}

xkij ≥

 2 ∀j ∈ A \ B,

1 ∀j ∈ A ∩ B,
(5)

xk−1ij ≤
∑

{i∈A∪B:(j,i)∈E}

xkji ∀(i, j) ∈ E ∀k ∈ (K \ {1}), (6)

yki ≤
∑

{j∈B:(i,j)∈E}

xkij ∀i ∈ A ∀k ∈ K, (7)

ykj ≤
∑

1≤t≤k

∑
{i∈A∪B:(i,j)∈E}

xtij ∀j ∈ A ∀k ∈ K, (8)

ykj ≤


∑

k+1≤t≤K

∑
{i∈A∪B:(i,j)∈E}

xtij ∀j ∈ A \ B ∀k ∈ K \ {K},

0 ∀j ∈ A \ B , k = K

(9)

xkij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ E ∀k ∈ K, (10)

yki ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ A ∀k ∈ K, (11)
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Eq. (1) requires the minimization of the total time required to perform all231

the operations, Eq. (2) imposes that the path of the UGV should start and232

end at the depot. The constraints in Eq. (3) ensure that each displacement233

of the UGV corresponds to one edge in the solution and Eq. (4) requires that234

the data collected from any node i ∈ A are transmitted once and only once.235

The constraints in Eq. (5) ensure that the UGV visits, i) at least twice, the236

nodes of interest in the set A \ B where it is not possible to communicate and237

ii) at least once, the other nodes of interest in the set A ∩ B. Eq. (6) are flow238

conservation constraints. The fact that the UGV might transfer from a node239

only if such node belongs to the set B is given by Eq. (7). Eq. (8) requires that240

the UGV transfers the information related to a given node in the set A only if241

such node has already been visited, Eq.(9) requires that, once the information242

corresponding to the visit of a node in the set A\B where communication is not243

possible has been transmitted, the UGV must visit the node again once more.244

Finally Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) ensures that the variables of the optimization245

problem have a binary value.246

One of the main reason of the complexity of the problem in Eq. (1)-(11) is247

that it includes the parameter K whose value is unknown a priori. K actually248

represents the number of displacements the UGV needs to perform before com-249

pleting the required tasks. This issue could be solved by assigning a very large250

value to K and allowing the UGV not to move to a new node to match the K251

value. Unfortunately, the number of binary variables in the problem increases252

with K, therefore the complexity of the problem easily increases. On the other253

hand, if the value of K is underestimated the problem might become infeasible or254

the model may lead to a feasible solution that is not the optimal one. Another255

alternative to tackle such difficulty could be the column generation approach256

(CGA) whose implementation requires to formulate a restrictive master prob-257

lem (RMP) associated with the problem in Eq. (1)-(11) and progressively add258

new columns and thus new variables to the RMP until the minimum number of259

variables necessary to get the optimal solution is reached. More details about260

the CGA can be found in [46, 47]. The main drawback of this approach is the261
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difficulty of getting a RMP associated with a given integer linear programming262

problem that guarantees both the effectiveness and the efficiency of the CGA.263

The minimum value for K needed to obtain the optimal solution is strongly264

related to the topology of the underlying graph of the problem, nevertheless the265

following proposition holds:266

Proposition 4.1. Let L denote the number of edges that constitutes the short-267

est path between a pair of nodes in V having the largest number of edges and AB268

the cardinality of A∩B. If K ≥ L(3A− 2AB+ 1) then the solution provided by269

the model in Eq. (1)-(11) is the optimal one.270

Proof First, consider the case in which the graph is complete and thus L = 1.271

Denoting by Ni the total number of times the UGV visits and leaves a node272

i ∈ V before any solution is found, it follows that273 ∑
i∈V

Ni = 2K. (12)274

Since each node a ∈ A \ B has to be visited twice and that since the graph is275

complete, extra visits cannot occur in a, therefore276

Na = 4. (13)277

Furthermore, a node b ∈ B is visited to transmit the data collected at one or278

more nodes a ∈ A, hence279 ∑
b∈B

Nb ≤ 2A. (14)280

Using (13) and (14) and considering that the UGV needs to leave the depot s281

and return back there at the end of the tour (thus 2 more displacements are to282

be added to Ns):283

2K =
∑
i∈V

Ni =
∑

a∈A\B

Na +
∑
b∈B

Nb ≤ 4(A−AB) + 2A+ 2 = 6A− 4AB + 2284

Hence if K ≥ 3A− 2AB + 1 any feasible solution will be explored. In the more285

general case in which the graph is connected but not complete, extra visits to286

a given node than those needed for data collection, transmission or to perform287
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some action are expected to occur. For instance the UGV might move from a B288

node to another B node to reach an A node. By definition of L, any operation289

requiring a single displacement, when the graph is complete, can be performed290

after at most L displacements of the UGV in case the graph is connected but291

not complete. Hence, all the feasible solutions will be examined if292

K ≥ L(3A− 2AB + 1). (15)293

294

4.2. Dummy-Vertices-Based formulation (Model II)295

In this section, we explore an alternative formulation of the problem. Fol-296

lowing the approach of [34] we use the so-called dummy vertices to take into297

account that vertices can be visited more than once. Let us define the following298

elements:299

• d the number of dummy replications of each vertex300

• Vd set of all vertices including the dummy vertices301

• Ed set of all edges including the dummy edges302

• Di = {i1, i2, . . . , id} set of the d dummy vertices associated with the vertex303

i ∈ V, e.g., s1 and sd are respectively the first and the last dummy vertex304

associated to the depot s305

• xij=1 if the arc (i, j) ∈ Ed is in the solution and 0 otherwise306

• τi the time at which the vertex i ∈ Vd is visited307

• yij =0 if τj /∈ [τi1τid ] ∀i ∈ A \ B, j ∈ Bd308

• T = d
∑

(i,j)∈E tij309

The problem can then be alternatively formulated as follows:

min
x,y

∑
(i,j)∈Ed

xijtij (16)
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st:310

∑
i∈Vd,(i,j)∈Ed

xij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ Vd (17)

∑
j∈Vd,(i,j)∈Ed

xij −
∑

j∈Vd,(i,j)∈E,

xji = 0 ∀i ∈ Vd, i 6= s1, i 6= sd (18)

∑
i∈Vd,(i,j)∈Ed

xij ≥ 1 ∀j ∈ A ∩ B (19)

∑
j∈Vd,(j,i1)∈Ed

xji1 ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ A \ B (20)

∑
j∈Vd,(j,id)∈Ed

xjid ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ A \ B (21)

τik + T

1−
∑

j∈Vd,(j,i)∈Ed

xjik

 ≥ τi1 ∀i ∈ A \ B, k = 1, 2, . . . , d (22)

τik − T

1−
∑

j∈Vd,(j,i)∈Ed

xjik

 ≤ τid ∀i ∈ A \ B, k = 1, 2, . . . , d (23)

∑
j∈Bd

yij ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ A \ B (24)

∑
i∈Vd,(i,j)∈Ed

xij ≥ ykj ∀j ∈ Bd, k ∈ A \ B (25)

τi1 − T (1− yij) ≤ τj ≤ τid + T (1− yij) i ∈ A \ B, j ∈ Bd (26)

τi + tijxij − T (1− xij) ≤ τj (i, j) ∈ Ed (27)

∑
j∈Vd,(j,s1)∈Ed

xs1j = 1 (28)
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∑
j∈Vd,(j,sd)∈Ed

xjsd = 1 (29)

τs1 − T

1−
∑

i∈Vd,(i,j)∈Ed

xij

 ≤ τj ≤ τsd + T

1−
∑

i∈Vd,,(i,j)∈Ed

xij


j ∈ Vd, j 6= s1, j 6= sd

(30)

xij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ Ed (31)

yij ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ A \ B, j ∈ Bd (32)

τi ∈ [0,+∞) i ∈ Vd (33)

The model can be interpreted as follows. The minimization of the time311

required to complete the tour is expressed in (16). The constraints (17) state312

that any dummy node should be visited at most once. Constraints (18) establish313

flow conservation by requiring that the number of incoming arcs of each node314

(except the vertices s1 and sd) is equal to the outgoing ones. Constraints (19)315

enforce that each node of type AB is visited at least once. The constraints (20)-316

(23) handle the two visits needed in each node of type A where data transmission317

is not allowed. In fact ∀i ∈ A\B it is required that the associated dummy nodes318

i1 and id should be visited. Furthermore, the first and the last visit in i should319

occur using respectively i1 and id. Constraints (24)-(25) ensure that the data320

collected in each node i ∈ A\B are transmitted from some node j ∈ Bd before the321

last visit to node i occurs, while (26) models the relation between the variables322

yij , τj , τi1 , τid . Time constraints are expressed in (27). The constraints (28)-323

(29) enforce the connectivity between the starting location and the other nodes.324

Constraints (30) require that the tour starts and ends at the depot s. Finally,325

(31)-(33) determine the domain of the decision variables.326
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5. Proposed solution327

To avoid an unreasonable increase in the number of decision variables, we328

propose to employ a graph visiting algorithm coupled with a branch and bound329

approach so that all possible solutions are explored while complexity is mini-330

mized. For the sake of convenience we remind the goal of the problem. Starting331

from the depot s, the UGV must visit every node a ∈ A, acquire some data,332

find a location b ∈ B where the data can be sent, receive instructions, go back333

to a, perform the required task and, at the end, return back to s spending the334

lowest possible amount of time.335

Let us denote by a1,a2,. . . , aA the A nodes to be visited. While the UGV is336

moving through the graph, the state of the UGV itself is completely defined by337

S = (n1, n2, . . . , nA, u, c)338

where u is the node the UGV is visiting, c is the total cost of the edges traversed339

so far and340

ni =



0 if the node ai has not yet been visited

1 if the node ai has been visited

2 if the data associated with node ai has been transmitted

3 if the task required for the node ai has been performed

341

Definition 5.1. The state S = (n1, n2, . . . , nA, u, c) is said to be a feasible so-342

lution of the problem if u = s and343

ni = 3 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , A}344

The state S = (n1, n2, . . . , nA, u, c) is branched taking into consideration all345

possible displacements of the UGV from the node u to any other node connected346

to u by one edge and this leads to the construction of the state tree as illustrated347

in Example 5.1.348

Example 5.1. Consider the network in Fig. 1 in which the node a1 ∈ A \ B,349

a2b2 ∈ A ∩ B, s ∈ B and b1 ∈ B. The network shows two nodes of interest350
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Figure 1: Network of the example 5.1
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)
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, a2b2

, 9)

(0, 3, a2b2, 10)

(0, 3
, s, 2

0)

(0, 3
, b1,

14)

Figure 2: State tree of the example 5.1

a1 and a2b2 and hence the generic state is given by (n1, n2, u, c) in which n1351

and n2 are associated with a1 and a2b2 (see Eq. (5)) In Fig. 2 we represent352

part of the tree of the states that are generated by the algorithm. The root of353

the tree is the state (0, 0, s, 0) corresponding to the initial location. From node354

s, if the UGV moves to the node a1, n1 takes value 1 and the new state will355

be (1, 0, a1, 2); if the UGV moves to node b1, the new state will be (0, 0, b1, 5).356

Finally, if the UGV moves to node a2b2, since communication is possible there,357

the UGV will send the corresponding information and then it will perform the358

required task. Hence n3 will assume value 3 and the state will be (0, 3, a2b2, 10).359

Such reasoning is applied recursively to all the newly generated states. Figure 2360

shows also the next expansion for the next level of the visit.361

The algorithm implements two main operations: branch and bound. The362
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first one (branch) consists in expanding the state tree by generating new states363

from its leaves, as illustrated in Example 5.1, and the second one (bound) con-364

sists in reducing the state tree by means of a pruning procedure that terminates365

the visit on the leaves of the state tree that can not lead to the optimal solu-366

tion. The decision on what leaf can or can not lead to an optimal solution, i.e.367

pruning, is based on the following two rules:368

1. If the lower bound associated with any state among those to be expanded369

(the leaves) is greater than the cost of any already computed feasible370

solution, such state is closed, i.e., it is no more considered for branching.371

2. If any state among those to be branched differs from a state S already372

reached just for its cost, such state is closed if its cost is greater than the373

one of S.374

In order to derive a lower bound associated with a state S = (n1, n2, . . . , nA, u, c),375

first let us consider the set376

VS = {a ∈ A | na 6= 3}.377

At the state S, each node a ∈ VS \ B such that na = 0 is still to be visited378

at least twice and those with na = 1 or na = 2 should still be visited at least379

once. Thus, in (34), each node a ∈ VS \ B has still to be visited at least380

2−min(na, 2) times. Furthermore, each node b ∈ VS ∩ B still has to be visited381

at least once. The information acquired in each node a ∈ VS \ B has then382

to be transmitted by visiting some of the nodes b ∈ B and, finally, the UGV383

has to go back to the depot s. Since we are searching for a lower bound of384

the time needed to perform the aforementioned operations, we relax the flow385

conservation constraints, hence we assume that: i) the UGV visits and leaves386

each node j ∈ VS using the cheapest edge connected to it (mini∈V tij); ii) the387

transmissions occurs only once at some node b ∈ VS∩B if there is any, otherwise388

it occurs at the node b ∈ B that is reachable from any node that is still to be389

visited assuming to spend the smallest possible time (mini∈VS,j∈B tij); iii) the390

UGV will go back to the depot using the lowest amount of time needed to reach391
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it from a node i ∈ VS (mini∈VS tis). Such relaxations clearly lead to a total time392

that is smaller than or equal to the time that is actually needed and hence any393

solution derived from the state S is lower bounded by394

LBS = c+

 ∑
a∈VS\B

(2−min(na, 1)) min
i∈V

tia

+

( ∑
b∈VS∩B

min
i∈V

tib

)
+

(1−min(1, |VS ∩ B|)) ∗ min
i∈VS,j∈B

tij + min
i∈VS

tis.

(34)395

It is worth noting that the lower bound proposed in (34) is not particu-396

larly complex nor computationally expensive. Therefore it can be considered397

a reasonably simple example of how the proposed algorithm can be improved.398

Nevertheless, the use of such lower bound can systematically reduce the time399

needed to find an optimal solution, as shown in Section 6.400

Another example about how the proposed algorithm can be improved is to401

make available to the algorithm itself an initial feasible solution so that the402

lower bound can be effectively used right from the start. Such initial feasible403

solution is computed using a nearest neighbour algorithm that implements the404

steps in Algorithm 1.405

Algorithm 1 Compute Initial Feasible Solution

1: run the Bellman Ford algorithm to find the shortest path between each pair

of nodes (i, j), j ∈ V, i ∈ V and its total cost cij ;

2: T = A, C=0;

3: find the node â ∈ T such that csâ = mina∈A csa and set C = C + csâ

4: T = T \ {â}

5: if T 6= ∅, find the node b ∈ T such that câb = mini∈T câi; set C = C + câb,

let â = b, go back to step 4.

6: find the node i ∈ B such that câi = minj∈B câj ; set C = C + câi

7: C = 2C

8: return C

The underlying idea is the following: starting from the depot s, the UGV406

chooses and visits the closest type A node (i.e., the one reachable in the lowest407
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possible amount of time); then, from that node, it selects the next node in the408

set of those to be visited using the same criteria; this process is repeated until409

all nodes of type A are visited. Then, a type B node is visited to transmit the410

acquired data. Finally, all the nodes are visited again following back the path411

used for data collection, i.e., the cost is doubled. Clearly, this is not the best412

solution, but it is a value that can be immediately compared with the computed413

lower bound also in the initial phases when a feasible solution would not be414

available otherwise.415

Also, another important factor to consider in order to make the algorithm416

faster is that while expanding the state tree, leaves can be considered in several417

different orders by means of a priority value. The simplest strategy to assign418

such a value is to use a monotonically decreasing value each time a new leaf419

is created. In such a way leaves are considered in creation order. Other more420

advances strategies are possible and they will be presented and investigated in421

Section 6.422

When branching a leaf S, it may happen that all the states generated from S423

are canceled when the two pruning rules are applied. In this case S is closed and424

no more considered. Note that closed states also include feasible solutions which425

clearly do not need to be further expanded. The expansion of the state tree and426

the pruning procedure are then iteratively applied until all the leaves of the427

state tree are closed. In order to formally present the algorithm we introduce428

the following definitions:429

• G the graph associated with the problem;430

• ST the state tree;431

• NU the number of nodes adjacent to node U in the graph G;432

• Lg the list of all new states generated when branching the leaf having433

highest priority;434

• Lp the list of all the states in Lg that are not pruned after the function435

Prune() has been called;436
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• F the list containing the closed states;437

• {} the empty list438

• Pop(L) a function that takes as input a list of states and returns the state439

S with highest priority;440

• Branch(S,G) a function that takes as input a state S = (n1, n2, . . . , nA, U, C)441

and the graph, branches the received state and returns a list of NU states,442

one for each of the adjacent nodes to U (see Example 5.1);443

• Insert(Lp,ST ) a function that inserts in the state tree the list of states444

received as input;445

• Prune(ST ,Lg) a function that takes as input the state tree ST and the446

list of newly generated states Lg then eventually prunes some states from447

ST and Lg according to the aforementioned pruning rules and returns the448

list of remaining states from Lg;449

• GetSolution(ST ) a function that extracts from the state tree the branch450

that leads to the leaf state that is a feasible solution with the minimum451

cost.452

The algorithm consists of the steps defined in Algorithm 2.453

It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm solves the problem without454

making any assumption neither on the value of K nor on the number of dummy455

vertices associated with each node. The value of K can be simply computed at456

the end by just counting the number of displacements performed by the UGV.457
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Algorithm 2 Compute Optimal Path

ST = {(0, 0, . . . , S, 0)}

F = {}

while ((S = Pop(ST \ F)) 6= {}) do

Lg = Branch(S,G)

Lp = Prune(ST ,Lg)

if (Lp == {}) then

F = F ∪ S

else

Insert(Lp,ST )

end if

end while

Sol = GetSolution(ST )

6. Numerical results and discussion458

The numerical experiments conducted in this section aim at comparing the459

complexity of solving the problems using both the integer and mixed integer460

linear programming problems represented respectively by Model I and Model II461

and our proposed algorithm.462

Two sample graphs are shown respectively in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. A different463

labelling has been adopted for these graphs in order to make them more readable464

when superimposed on a map. Here we use symbols instead of letters:465

• the squares represent nodes of type A466

• the diamonds represent nodes of type B467

• the stars represent nodes of type AB468

While Fig. 3 is a simple example drawn up from scratch, the graph in Fig. 4469

represents a more realistic case that has been obtained by mapping a vineyard470

of the Langhe area in Piedmont (Italy) on an undirected graph with 33 nodes471

and 39 edges representing the paths across the 9 rows of the vineyard.472
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First, in order to quantify how the effectiveness and efficiency of Model I is473

affected by the value of K, we first find the lowest value of K that yields the474

optimal solution in Model I by running our branch and bound algorithm. Then,475

Model I is solved by means of the integer linear programming solver available in476

the CPLEX software [48] using different estimations of K including the previous477

one. We remind that the number K of displacements of the UGV required to478

perform all the tasks in the shortest possible time is dependent on the topology479

of the considered graph. Choosing K according to (15) guarantees to find the480

optimal solution. However, to explore the performance provided by commercial481

solvers such as CPLEX, we tested different K values. To better quantify the482

different amount of time required as a function of K, we propose to evaluate483

the following ratio:484

ρ =
TK
Topt

485

where TK and Topt are the times required by CPLEX to solve the problem using486

a certain value of K and the lowest K value that yields the optimal solution,487

respectively. Table 1 presents the results obtained for the graph in Fig. 3.488

The experiments have been performed using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization489

Studio 12.9.0.0 on a Dell PowerEdge T640 with an Intel Xeon 4114 2.2 GHz 64490

bit deca-core processor and 32 GB of DDR4 2400 MT/s memory. If K is less491

than 18, i.e., the lowest value that allows to compute the optimal solution, the492

CPLEX solver either finds a cost higher than the optimal one or no solution at493

all. When K = 18, the CPLEX solver finds the optimal solution, as expected.494

A rather small overestimation of K, e.g., K = 22 instead of K = 18, makes495

CPLEX about 7 times slower, and even worse for higher values.496

To present a more comprehensive set of results, we now focus our attention497

on the topology in Fig. 4 which is far more complex than the one in Fig. 3. Due498

to our interest in the agricultural application, this topology will be taken as499

the basis to randomly generate many different graphs with a variable number500

of nodes to visit and thus different complexity. In practice, starting from the501

full graph, some of its type A nodes are transformed into “transit” nodes in502
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Figure 3: Sample graph drawn from scratch to mimic a possible field. Here the nodes represent:

POIs that need to be visited (squares), places where it is possible to communicate (diamonds),

or locations that are both (stars).

K TK (s) ρ Cost

underestimation 10 2.16 0.12 –

of the K value 12 3.88 0.22 –

15 6.17 0.36 100

K optimum value 18 17.33 1.00 94

overestimation 20 40.05 2.31 94

of the K value 22 120.01 6.92 94

> 25 > 1000 > 57.70 94

Table 1: Time (TK) taken by the CPLEX solver for the graph in Fig. 3 for different K values

in Model I.

which the UGV must not perform any operation (they are neither of type A or503

B or AB). Also, in all experiments, the time required to cover an edge (tij) is504

directly proportional to the length of the edge itself.505

More precisely, Table 2 and 3 report the time taken by CPLEX to find506

the optimal solution using Model I and Model II, for different combinations of507

number of labelled nodes N (hence the sum of A, B and AB nodes) and position508

of such nodes. When CPLEX exceeded the given time limit of two hours, we509

report a percentage in brackets (instead of the duration of the computation)510

that represents how much the best solution found by the model exceeds the511
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Figure 4: Undirected graph that represents the available paths for the UGV on a real vineyard.

Nodes are marked as described in Fig. 3 and represent the type A,B,AB nodes with the

addition of some “transit” nodes marked as empty circles.

optimal solution. Also, note that all the values shown in the tables have been512

obtained in the best possible conditions, i.e., when the value of K leading to513

the optimal solution is known (for Model I) and when the number of dummy514

vertices to use is known (for Model II).515

The results in Table 2 and Table 3 show that Model II performs better than516

Model I almost all the times. For Model I the execution time is quite large and517

can exceed the given time limit also for relatively small graph instances. Both518

models, when interrupted after two hours of computation, are able to provide519

an intermediate best solution that in some cases is very close to the optimal520

one, but that tends to derive more and more for complex graph instances. Our521

proposal, instead, is always able to compute a solution in the given time limit522
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N #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

11 14.76 493.69 0.77 83.87 0.96 469.49 3.82 (7.30%) (3.11%) (1.02%)

12 2319.38 2.60 1647.31 4.35 1647.31 4.35 3.52 (7.30%) (0.00%) (2.18%)

13 7.61 40.61 4090.54 823.92 346.69 7.34 (7.47%) (4.57%) (0.54%) (0.00%)

14 4670.32 18.86 856.01 (7.59%) (0.61%) (1.56%) (8.47%)(14.97%) (3.39%) (5.26%)

15 1723.71 2057.74 4100.92 429.9 (0.00%) (0.00%) (0.00%)(14.33%)(30.49%) (5.72%)

16 2700.44 3920.32 (3.83%) (3.38%) (0.00%) (7.02%) (2.25%)(11.34%) (8.18%) (6.87%)

17 (34.07%)(3.33%)(14.74%)(38.41%) (6.06%)(35.94%)(37.23%)(27.65%)(39.01%)(53.03%)

18 (34.11%)(8.96%) (9.21%)(25.69%)(11.24%)(28.14%)(36.87%)(55.70%)(29.28%)(18.50%)

Table 2: Time (s) required to solve Model I with a time limit of two hours. For each number

of nodes N , ten problem instances (#1 ... #10) have been randomly generated. When the

time limit has been reached we report, in brackets, how much the best solution found by the

model exceeds the optimal one.

N #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

11 5.73 8.79 4.78 40.25 3.56 12.55 1.47 32.55 30.45 12.77

12 21.04 7.58 8.90 27.78 8.90 27.78 8.40 17.34 43.07 19.14

13 10.93 38.17 44.28 12.31 7.40 7.32 49.01 137.86 5.31 39.72

14 24.87 483.22 14.37 82.69 46.27 114.50 116.87 54.01 32.55 597.56

15 10.63 133.05 138.65 2570.43 234.08 770.36 97.99 217.67 532.98 1327.23

16 27.95 21.52 454.72 436.22 474.42 262.23 1757.05 1229.74 1237.98 (0.00%)

17 207.71 3261.04 626.26 1653.33 2485.79 (11.45%) (18.56%) (7.34%) (22.15%) (8.51%)

18 412.53 1058.85 2258.76 (11.02%) (9.62%) (12.41%) (10.20%) (12.41%) (9.47%) (22.74%)

Table 3: Time (s) required to solve Model II with a time limit of two hours. For each number

of nodes N, the same ten instances of Table 2 have been used. When the time limit has been

reached we report, in brackets, how much the best solution found by the model exceeds the

optimal one.

and, when the CPLEX Model II is able to find a solution, performs 20 to 30523

times faster than that.524

Regarding our proposed algorithm, four cases have been considered. They525

are named normal, reduced, advanced, and lower bound in the following. The526

normal approach corresponds to the algorithm that runs on the graph as built527

from the real sample vineyard shown in Fig. 4. In such a graph we have reported528

also some additional nodes (marked as circles in the figure) to represent the path529

of the UGV in the vineyard and not only the connections between the nodes530

of type A, B, AB. We define such nodes as “transit” nodes because in our531
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algorithm, when such nodes are visited, the state remains unchanged except532

for the cost of the path that is updated consequently. Clearly, introducing new533

nodes into a graph increases the total number of nodes which has a direct impact534

on the problem’s complexity.535

Therefore, in order to minimize the complexity, the graph from Fig. 4 can be536

reduced by producing an equivalent “reduced” graph that has less nodes because537

all the nodes that are just transit nodes have been substituted by direct edges538

between the adjacent nodes, so that the same topology is maintained but the539

number of nodes is reduced. This is referred to as the reduced approach in the540

latter, which always runs on the “reduced” graph version.541

The advanced approach is similar to the reduced approach, i.e., it runs on542

the “reduced” graph, but the priority value described in Section 5 has been543

changed. The priority is set to the inverse of the cost of the state (named544

costonly in the following) thus the state tree is always expanded from the leaf545

state with the lower cost. Following the minimum cost path, and not a path546

given by the ordering of the nodes, the pruning function is more efficient and a547

larger number of states are discarded by the prune rules because the algorithm548

already found an equivalent state with a lower cost.549

Finally, the lower bound approach works as the advanced one but at each550

new state it computes a lower bound, as previously described in Section 5, to551

prune branches faster, hence to reduce execution time.552

Results are reported in Table 4 as the average on 50 different random graphs,553

for different numbers of nodes N . As it might be expected, the complexity scales554

exponentially with the number of nodes to be visited (i.e., transmitted and re-555

visited). However, the cost of finding the optimal solution is heavily reduced556

if the advanced approach is employed. In fact, in the reduced approach, every557

time a new node to be visited is added to the graph, the size of the state tree is558

increased by a factor of 4.40, while in the advanced approach only by a factor559

of 3.71. Here the ST size corresponds to the number of nodes in the state560

tree as defined in Section 5. This value equals the number of times the loop561

in Algorithm 2 is run, thus it is directly proportional to the average execution562
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normal reduced advanced lower bound

N ST size time ST size time ST size time ST size time

11 52529 3.0 5879 0.5 1121 0.1 852 0.1

12 258049 15.2 34623 3.7 4275 0.5 3222 0.4

13 979446 60.4 158299 16.8 16957 1.9 12842 1.7

14 4018175 267.7 715881 76.2 65044 8.1 45478 6.3

15 14663488 1014.4 2789828 279.7 245102 30.1 164629 21.8

16 55298726 4135.3 12438650 1308.6 988588 128.0 625578 86.7

17 - - 57007645 5906.8 3631947 475.6 2866574 407.4

18 - - - - 10687414 1388.2 7998251 1127.1

Table 4: Complexity of the various approaches, in terms of number of nodes in the state tree

(ST size) and execution time (seconds). Each row reports the average on 50 different random

instances, for different numbers of nodes N .

time, also shown in Table 4. Additional time reductions are possible if lower563

bound techniques are used to prune states faster while exploring them, as done564

by the lower bound approach, or if an initial feasible solution is provided right at565

the start of the algorithm. While the lower bound consistently allows to reduce566

the computation time with all the instances, the initial solution does not always567

provide a significant gain because the priority used to visit the nodes is already568

based on a minimum cost criterion.569

To better visualize the data, we also plot the time (on a logarithmic scale) as570

a function of N in Figure 5. It is clear that the best approach is the lower bound571

one, which can consistently outperform the others, keeping approximately the572

same distance from the advanced one in terms of relative time reduction, which573

is about 20%. We did not test graphs with more than N = 18 because in574

that case also our algorithm would have rapidly exceeded the two hours time575

bound we used for the experiments. In fact, the exponential trend at which the576

computation time increases can be clearly deduced from Figure 5.577

Table 5 shows the individual times required by the best variant (lower bound)578
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Figure 5: Time required by the different approaches of our proposed algorithm, as a function

of the number of nodes N .

of our proposed algorithm for each number of nodes N , on the same ten different579

randomly generated graphs as in Table 2 and 3. It is clear that our algorithm580

provides lower execution time. Moreover, it does not require to estimate any581

other parameter to be fed as input as it happens for Model I and Model II.582

Despite the execution time of the ILP formulations can, occasionally, be some-583

how close to the one of our algorithm, Table 5 clearly shows that our algorithm584

exhibits much more consistency across different problem instances, which is not585

the case for the ILP formulations. For example, the CPLEX solver using Model586

II happens to exceed the given two hours time bound starting from N = 16587

and at more than half of the times for the more complex graph instances. For588

the less complex instances we computed that, on average (over the 50 tested589

instances), our proposed algorithm is about 20 to 30 times faster as it can be590

seen also by comparing the results for the few instances presented in Table 3591

and 5.592

Note also that our algorithm has been implemented, to speed up develop-593

ment, in the python scripting language, which is not particularly optimized for594

speed. Therefore the shown time difference could potentially be improved by595
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N #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

11 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.12

12 0.38 0.37 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.36 0.42 0.48 0.48

13 1.25 1.07 1.65 2.03 1.88 1.54 1.41 1.82 2.36 2.19

14 6.94 7.67 6.73 8.13 5.09 7.41 6.42 9.97 6.43 4.60

15 21.65 16.52 17.45 22.96 19.00 21.05 17.31 22.87 29.73 29.83

16 83.43 66.34 82.52 107.13 114.55 76.65 81.24 94.96 76.73 86.66

17 411.03 507.35 352.81 328.25 391.64 446.76 409.63 303.40 404.87 449.02

18 1057.29 1067.60 905.80 1374.41 1371.11 1432.13 872.12 1200.19 1232.31 1054.64

Table 5: Time (s) required to solve the problem using the best variant of the proposed

algorithm (with lower bounds). For each number of nodes N, the same ten instances of

Table 2 have been used.

rewriting our algorithm in native code.596

Note that in this work we always focused on finding the guaranteed opti-597

mal solution to the problem. In fact, also with the advanced and lower bound598

approaches, the optimality of the solution is preserved.599

In order to present a more comprehensive view of the algorithm, we also600

investigated how fast the algorithm converges towards the optimal solution.601

Therefore, knowing the cost value of the optimal solution, we plotted how far is602

the current solution at each step of the algorithm with respect to the optimal603

one. We compared two different priority functions, i.e., the costonly one which604

has just been described, and the mixed one where the priority is defined as605

follows606

πS =
1
3A

∑A
i=1 ni

c
(35)

where the state is S = (n1, n2, . . . , nA, u, c). The basic idea is that the numerator607

in (35) provides an estimation of how close a state is from a feasible solution. In608

fact, considering that ni can assume increasing values, from 0 (the initial state)609

to 3 (the final state), the higher the value of the sum, the more the visit is near610

to its completion. The 1
3A coefficient normalizes the numerator for the feasible611
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Figure 6: Analysis of the optimality of the intermediate solutions found using two different

priority measures. The costonly measure terminates earlier with a small total state tree size,

but finds a feasible solution only at the very end of the execution. The mixed measure makes

the algorithm move faster towards a (suboptimal) feasible solution, but delays its completion.

solution to 1, since ni ranges from 0 to 3. If the next leaf to be branched is612

chosen according to (35), it is expected to reach a (somewhat “good”) feasible613

solution faster than in the case we use the costonly priority measure. That is614

because the priority value defined in (35) takes in consideration both how much615

of the visit has already been completed and how much it costs, thus it may tend616

to favour a path that completes faster the visit of the nodes, than just a path617

with the minimum cost.618

Figure 6 shows that, for the priority function in (35), with less than 1/10619

of the size of the fully grown state tree, the current solution differs from the620

optimal one only for less than 3.5%. This is an encouraging result to be explored621

in future work where more efficient heuristics could be investigated.622

7. Conclusions623

In this work we proposed an algorithm to solve the navigation problem of a624

UGV that aims to minimize the time needed to perform repeated acquisition,625
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communication and action tasks on a predetermined set of positions. Starting626

from the graph, we proposed both a modeling approach based on integer linear627

programming, to be tackled through commercial solvers, and a branch and628

bound algorithm specifically designed for the problem. The algorithm has been629

explained in details by means of detailed pseudocode and examples. Results630

showed that the proposed algorithm is able to provide an improvement of 20 to631

30 times over commercial linear programming solvers when compared on many632

instances that can be solved to optimality in reasonable computational time.633

Tests have been conducted on both synthetically generated input data and data634

extracted from a real world case. Moreover, faster variants of the algorithm635

have also been proposed while solution optimality is maintained. While our636

proposals can help to speed up computation compared to the ILP approach,637

the complexity still increases exponentially with the number of nodes due to638

the nature of the problem. Therefore, future work will be devoted to investigate639

efficient heuristics able to find good solutions with acceptable response times,640

maybe even able to run on the robots themselves. As a first step in this direction,641

in this work we also investigated how fast the proposed algorithm converges to642

the optimal solution, providing an insight into how it is possible to extend this643

work by designing efficient heuristics.644
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